
 

Minutes 
 
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
 
28 July 2021, Room L233 and Zoom, Ara, Madras Street Campus, 12:45pm 
 
 
1. Welcome 

Following the provision of a light lunch for attendees, President Warwick Shillito welcomed all 
members to the meeting and formally opened the AGM at 12:55pm 

 
2. Present 

L233: Warwick Shillito (Chair), Jane Parker, Leighton Brown, Anna Richardson, Sue Saunders, 
Linda Toohey, Linda McKitterick, Becky Bulman, Amit Sarkar (Committee) Hayden Smith, Jesse 
Jaques, Wayne York, Maria Malashenkova, Anne-Lise Girardin, Emma Fairs, Yao Li, Tom Cronje, 
Rowan Jeffrey, Georgie Archibald, Alan Clelland, Dorothee Pauli, Shari Young, Richard Swanson, 
Shanthini Govindasamy, Marion Hale, Liz Roche, Gillian Rose, Rose Fitzgerald-Carter, Darby 
Simbanegavi, Ed Correia, Chris Bartlett, Mike Atkinson, Kirstie McHale, David Weir, Shayle 
Tasker, Richard Hansen, Neil Marwick, Karen Cadigan, Michelle Thompson, Gus Walkden, Jimi 
McKay, Roderick Turner, Maaike Jongerius 
 
Zoom: Leighton Brown, Heather Josland (Committee) Alex McCullum, Isabel Jamieson, Peta 
Taylor, Melissa Hanses, Margaret Tait, Sadie Sandquist, Katie Wilkinson, Kirsten Gunn, Tania 
Vincent, Daniel Wen, Kaye Milligan, Lorna Adrianne Davie 
 
Proxy votes received from: 
Karen Edgecombe, Desma Chrisie, Greer Smit, Jason Orchard, Yuwei Li, Dora Roimata Langsbury, 
Paula Arbow, Imram Ishrat, Maria Malashenkova,Heike McLean, Helen McKenzie, Silvia Santos, 
Gina Iijima, Ryoko de Burgh-Hirabe, Raja Subramanian, Paul McIntosh, Melanie Welfare 

 
 

Apologies/Absences 
Dave Dixon, Maryann Wilson, Cymon Allfrey, Ada Campbell, Jenna Blunden, Jay Sutherland, 
Steve Chapman, Trish Jamieson, Claudia Leong, Allen Hill, Arifah Addison, Lindsey Alton, Hossein 
Askarinegad, Melissa Barber, Marie-Louise Barry, Simon Barteling, Britta Basse, Lucy Beams, 
Melissa Beatson, Ronald Beydn, Katie Boddington, Anna Bogdanowicz, Lee Borrie, Julie Bowen-
Withington, Adam Brasell, Drayton Brenssell, Makyla Brown, Adrian Brunt, Gillian Brunt, Diane 
Burgess, Stephanie Burke, Rachel Burt, Timothy Burton, Paddy Bryne, David Calder, Frances 
Caldwell, Juan Carr, Selina Chai, Peter Chapman, Ian Chesterman, Dominic Chilvers, Gail Chiswell, 
Maria Choukri, Nicola Chrisp, Desma Christie, Jean Cory-Wright, Lois Cowan, Thomas Crooks, 



 

Joanna Cross, Nicholas Croy, Lee Anne Cummings, Ben Cuttance, Rea Daellenbach, Sundeep 
Daggubati, Michael David, Andre de Roo, Lucia De Zavala,Kirsty Donaldson, Shane Dye, Peter 
Edge, Stephen Edwards, Eleanor England, Phillip Etherington, Mary Fitzpatric, Jamie Flynn, 
Andrew Frost, Wendy Gacsal, Davina Geddes, Emma Gee, Bhaswati Ghosh, Russell Graham, 
Alexander Greasley, Janice Groube, Averil Guihen, Kathryn Haines, Ian Harrison, David Hawke, 
Ivor Heijnen, Christian Hernandez, Sam Holland, Des Hoogervorst, Richard Hope, Alan Hoskin, 
Dianne Hudson, Margaret Hughes, Mark Hutchinson, Mahmoud Ibrahim, Jacqueline Inch, 
Nathan Ingram, Imran Ishrat, Denise Jaeger, Tash Joyce, Lok Kan, Elis Kearns, Mary Kensington, 
Tessa Kerr, Peter Kiernan, Mark Kingston, Tracy Kirkbride, Renju Kochummen, Monika Kozlevcar, 
Michael Lance, Jennifer Lansdown, Lynda Lawton, Bridget Lee-Rae, Claudi Leong, Brian Li, Holly 
Liberona, Jane Liddle, Kim Lowe, Christopher Lyons, Donna Mabin, Rebecca Majendie, Kathleen 
Maki, Rachael Marriott, Helen Marshall, Jo Mason-Sievers, Rebekah Matsas, Donna McAleer, 
Alexandra McAllum, David McBlain, Jennifer McBride, Marian McCurdy, Mark McEntyre, Soraya 
McGartland, Paul McGowan, Denell Mcgrath, Kirstie McHale, Isaac McLardy, Nic McLeod, Denise 
Mill, Bernadette Muir, Kerry Mulligan, Dian Munoz, Nicola Murray-Leslie, Kate Norris, 
Scholastica O’Bery, Emma Ogden, Peter Olsen, Anthony Orange, Karien Orton, Bernard 
Otinpong, Adele Parkinson, Ian Patterson, Cameron Pearce, Rachael Pelvin, Katrina Pfahlert, 
Darren Pickering, Ameet Pillay, Michelle Poulsen, Sue Prescott, Michelle Prier, Kathryn Pugh, 
Shaun Rahman, Raj Rajanah, Julie Richards, Janelle Rin, Jeremy Robertson, Daphne Robson, 
Gayle Rose, Phillip Roxborogh, Alison Rutherford, Elaine Rutherford, Paul Saville, Elizabeth 
Schmidt, Harry Schuler, Anna Scott, Kylie Short, Cara Smart, Stephanie Smith, Bruce Sparks, 
Jamie Stevenson, Lynne Stokes, Mazharuddin Syed Ahmed, Rebekah Taylor, Patricia Thomson, 
Genevieve Togiaso, Fred Trotman, Lawrence Walker, Ria Wayne, Amy Weston, Dan Whearty, 
Karen Whittaker, Rosemary Whittle, Rachael Wilson, Amanda Winter, Dennis Winter, Robert 
Withington, Luofeng Xu, 
 

3. Confirmation of Previous Minutes (18 September 2020) 
Motion: That the Minutes of the previous AGM on 18 September 2021 be accepted as a true and 
accurate record, with the following amendment: Melanie Welfare sent proxy vote to Sarah Pallet 
which wasn’t recorded, Melanie’s proxy vote to be included. 
 
Moved: Wayne York 
Seconded: Leonard Yeo 
Carried 

 
4. Matters arising 

Warwick had put in a motion to appoint a Union Organiser – this didn’t happen. P&C’s 
preference was to meet with us directly due to our close relationship, and we had difficulties 
getting someone. It was felt it would be better to use funds to find time for someone already 
working at Ara, so funding for this will be kept in place. 
 

5. Secretary’s Report 
No correspondence noted as pertaining specifically to the AGM. No further matters were raised 
by the secretary. 

   
Motion: That the Secretary’s report be accepted. 
Moved: Warwick Shillito from the chair 
Passed Unanimously 

  



 

6. Treasurer’s report 
 

STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENDITURE YEAR ENDING 31 MARCH  

 

Explanation of the annual statement. Income: 

 

1. Subscriptions. Income from subscriptions has increased slightly over the last financial year 

(2019 - $46,794. 2020 - $49,796. 2021 $54,447). This is due to growing stable 

membership. Subscriptions account for over 90% of our income ($54,447 of $55,877)  

 

2. Interest. Income from the investment accounts has decreased (2019 - $10,959. 2020 - 

$8,595. 2021 $1,430). Our fixed term account balances are accumulating. The different 

terms of the accounts mean that more fell due last financial year. All income from term 

deposits is re-invested. Interest rates for reinvestment is not particularly high. Interest 

accounts form the rest of our income.  

 

3. Total income. Other Revenue is an IRD Tax refund. Total income is down slight (2019 - 

$57,753. 2020 $56,865, 2021 $55,877) as a result of the variation in interest income. 

However, the important information is the growth of subscription income and the 

balances in our investment accounts 

 

 

Explanation of the annual statement. Expenses:  

 

1. P.O. Box, Website Dev & Hosting, Office expenses, Bank Fees ($988) The P.O. Box is still 

required. We are retaining the domain names and the monthly fee. The monthly fee is 

$6.95, although that will be going up next financial year as we have voted to move to a 

new hosting platform. The Domain Name costs $92.00 per year. There were no Office 

expenses. Last year it was for Norton Antivirus software.  

 

2. Auditor, Bookkeeping and Business Consultations ($6,347) This has increased due to a 

slight increase in the monthly bookkeeping fee of Training & Beyond Ltd ($58.65 per 

month) and the increased cost of preparing the accounts for auditing. We have used the 

accountant Martz Accounting Ltd to submit tax.  

 

3. Insurance ($10,054) This has increased due to both maintaining the public liability 

insurance (Marsh $2070) but also purchasing life insurance for members (Asteron Life 

$8,654). There was an adjustment for the end of the financial year 2021 regarding the 

prepayment of insurance from the Bookkeeper ($4,865) 

 

4. Legal expenses ($22,483) Legal costs have been slightly higher this financial year. Legal 

advice was sought to provide better outcomes in mediation between the employee and 

employer. We also engaged our lawyer for the CEA negotiations. The last AGM allocate 

35% of the budget to these activities, approximately $19,950. The year before we set it at 

50%, which was approximately $28,000.  

 

5. Administration ($204). We had to re-register the Association with the Registrar of 

Incorporated Societies.  

 

6. Philanthropic giving ($657) We provided vouchers to members as a result of health-

related issues, bereavement and catastrophe. We provided financial support for members 



 

in hardship. This also include the sending of flowers and cards to members. Last year the 

committee proposed a budget of 15% of income (approx. $8,550). We have considerably 

under spent in this area. The year before we spent $4,252. Previously we have budgeted 

round 25% of income (approx. $14,000) but often the actual expense has been 

approximately 10.5% of income. Last financial year it was approximately 2%. 

 

7. Consulting & Accounting ($500) These are related to the invoices for service from 

executive members who have been tasked to negotiate disputes. This must be over and 

above their executive designated role and with the oversight and direction of the 

President and Executive. The Committee defined a meeting as one hour, to be scheduled 

with P&C, the lawyer, or the member. The set rate is $50 per meeting. Meetings must be 

documented.  

 

8. Entertainment/Catering ($2,152) Combines Entertainment and Catering - Functions. The 

Catering expense was for the 2019 AGM. The Entertainment expense was for special 

events such as the for the members to acknowledge Sarah’s success and a Christmas 

lunch for her.  

 

9. Travel and Accommodation ($271) This was for flights to and from Wellington for the 

AASC President to attend the combined TEU/ Te Pukenga forum on the Te Pukenga 

Operating Model. 

 

10. General Expenses ($1036) Involved vouchers (i.e., Countdown) and cards to members for 

work done in their own time for the Union, such as being on promotion progression 

panels. Also, gifts to Sarah on her success and Kathryn on the death of her mother. 

 

11. Subscriptions ($0) We did not use Survey Monkey last financial year, though we may use 

it this year to gather information about the Collective Employment Agreement for 

ratification.  

 

12. Reserve ($250,000) As per our Financial Objectives, the accounts reflect that AASC must 

keep a minimum of $250,000 readily accessible for litigation purposes. 

 

 

Equity: 2021 2020 

Opening Balance. $572,482 $558,837 

 

Increases: 

Profit for the Period. $8,278 $13,645 

 

Total Equity: $580,760 $572,482 

 

Motions: 

 

That the 2020-2021 prepared accounts be accepted. 

Moved: W Shillito 

Seconded: Hayden Smith 

carried 

 

That AASC retain Green Pen Audit Ltd as auditor and reviewer. 



 

Moved: W Shillito 

Seconded: Wayne York 

carried 

 

That AASC retain Training and Beyond Ltd as bookkeeper and reviewer. 

Moved: W Shillito 

Seconded: Karen Cadigen 

carried 

 

That AASC retain Martz Accounting Ltd as accountant and reviewer 

Moved: W Shillito 

Seconded: Gus Walkden  

carried 

 

BUDGETING EXPECTATIONS FOR 2021-2022 

 

1. Income 

• Subscriptions. Income from subscriptions has remained stable (2018 - $46,277. 2019 - 

$46,794. 2020 - $49,796. 2021 - $54,447). This is due to growing stable membership. 

Interest 

 

• Income from the investment accounts has decreased slightly. Our balances are 

accumulating. 

 

• Expectation for income in 2021-22 is within the 2018 – 2021 levels, approximately 

$56,000 (2021 - $55,877. 2020 - $56,865. 2019 - $57,753). This is based on current 

stable fortnightly income as a result of stable membership in 2020. We anticipate this 

to continue into 2021 - 2022. 

 

 

2. Basic expenses of running AASC 

• Administration/Printing & Postage/ PO Box/Auditor/ Accountant Bookkeeper/ 

Insurance/Website  

 

The committee exceeded the 2019-2020 budget expectation as a result of acquiring Life 

insurance for the membership ($13,788). In 2020-2021 we set the Budget at 45% of 

income (approx. $25,650). We have performed within that at $21,552. We did not replace 

the administrator. The committee anticipates some of expenses will remain around the 

same. There is the possibility of increased fees for auditing, bookkeeping and Website 

development. An administrator would also be an increased cost if one is appointed. 

Therefore, we anticipate the basic expense for running AASC to increase to be around 

40% of income (approx. $22,400) 

 
3. Primary Role of AASC 

• Disputes/CEA Negotiations/Legal advice  

 

The 2019-2020 budget for legal expenses was 50% of income (approx. $28,000). The 

2019-2020 budget for legal expenses allocated 35% of the budget to these activities 

(approx. $19,950). We have spent $22,483 in that year exceeding the budget. Even 

though spending on legal advice increased compared to 2018, it still only contributed 



 

approximately 33% of total income ($18,865). Expenses associated with industrial 

disputes are hard to predict, but it seems reasonable to assume they will, at least remain 

at this level given CEA negations will be represented in the next financial year. The 

committee feels AASC should be prepared to utilise expertise whenever possible to 

support members. Therefore, the committee proposes AASC allocate 45% of the budget 

to these activities (approx. $25,200) 

 

4. Philanthropic activities 

• Special Events/Meeting one off needs of members/Hardship of members/Supporting 

activities for the betterment of members andtheir families/Catering/Entertainment.  

 

The committee proposed philanthropic activities, as stated in Objective 3 h) To support 

activities for the betterment of members and their families, should be around 25% of the 

2019- 2020 budget (approx. $14,000). The actual expense was $5,984, approximately 

10.5% of income. Despite repeatedly budgeting for up to 25% of income, AASC has rarely 

attained that level of expenditure. Last financial year it was approximately 2%. However, 

the committee still proposes a budget of 15% of income (approx. $8,400) as we want to 

expand this part AASC’s activities. These activities will be determined by the membership 

or proposed by the committee and will not breech our present Financial Objectives. 

 

 

5. Profit/Loss 

The Union has operated at a profit ($8,278). In 2019-2020, the committee proposed that 

AASC aim for an operating surplus of up to a maximum of 10% of income (approx. 

$5,000). The actual surplus was nearly double that ($9,885). In 2020-2021 the committee 

proposes that AASC aim for an operating surplus of up to a maximum of 5% of income 

(approx. $2,850). If the union employees an organiser, there could be a loss for the 2021-

2022 financial year. However, that increased expense is likely to be distributed over two 

financial years, so the loss in the 2021-2022 year maybe offset by the increased amount 

allocated to AASC running costs and the proposed surplus. Even if AASC incurred a deficit 

in the 2021-2022 financial year, the union can easily accommodate this. The union would 

be prepared to accommodate a loss into the 2022-2023 financial year without increasing 

union fees if a contract were extended. For example, if we paid a salary of $20,000, on our 

current profit loss over the last two years, we have made approximately $10,000 profit 

per year. If that continued and we employed someone in October, we could absorb that 

with $10,000 this financial year and $10,000 next financial year without making a loss, or 

a minimal loss. 

 

Motion: 

 

That the 2021-2022 Budget be accepted 
 

Moved: W Shillito 

Seconded: Amit Sarkar  

carried 

 
 



 

 

7. President’s report 
 
President’s Report AASC AGM 2021  
 
Kia Ora Koutou,  
 
I would like to briefly present my review of the state of AASC and the environment we find 
ourselves in.  
 
1. The year that was. 

The 2020 AGM. We can remember the 2020 AGM being delayed due to COVID. It was 
ultimately conducted on 18th September, a few months after it was originally proposed. It 
was the first AGM with electronic attendance and voting. It was also the first AGM we did 
not have potato top pies! They could not be included in the appropriate Covid level 
individual lunch bags we supplied … not quite a disaster, but pretty close.  
 
Sarah Pallett.  
The general election was also delayed which meant our President, who was on campaign 
leave at the time, had to be whisked back to the AGM under the stricter covid related 
conditions. The result, as we all know, is Sarah won her electorate and departure for 
Wellington as MP for Ilam on the Monday following the election. Job done. I would like to 
think we all contributed to her success in some way.  
 
I want to acknowledge her commitment to the union. The same vigour, intelligence, sharp 
wit and drive which got her to Parliament was evident in her Presidency … she was/is 
indefatigable. Congratulations.  
 



 

2. 2020 - 2021 Challenges  
The changing face of Ara.  
We have witnessed (endured) a seemingly endless parade of personnel changes in Ara 
management. This was highlighted for me when I attended the farewell for Belinda de 
Zwart, the former DCE P&C. She had only been at Ara 2 years and 9 months and commented 
on the number of management personnel which had changed during her brief tenure … CE’s, 
numerous DCE’s, P&C personnel, Academic Mangers, HOD’s … the list goes on. This is 
unsettling for any organisation and AASC has worked hard to build new relationships to 
establish an understanding of why our collective has worked so well.  
 
In light of these ongoing changes, I want to compliment the AASC membership on their 
resilience and continued focus on delivering quality vocational education to our students.  
 
Communication.  
AASC has audited its communication strategy. I acknowledge it needs to be much better. 
One of our Committee, Linda McKitterick put a proposal to the committee to address this. 
We will adopt her suggestions, starting with a regular Newsletter.  
 
The Pandemic.  
The COVID lockdown was a strain, but there were some positives on the union front which 
came out of it. We had regular meetings with P&C and an all-union discussion forum which 
has continued post lockdown. It is in our interest to collaborate with the other unions on 
site, and we have continued to build a relationship with TEU.  
 
However, there is definitely an ongoing downside. It is destabilising and therefore very 
stressful. We see it in the behaviour, academic and otherwise of our students, in the 
professional and personal lives of our colleagues and in the Ara management and wider 
community. It is impossible not to be affected in some way.  
 

3. Achievements.  
New Committee members.  
A special welcome to Amit, Arifah, Becky and Greer. They were appointed during the 
previous term so this will be their first time being elected to office. I am pretty excited about 
it and will be keen to encourage them into assuming roles within the union … no pressure 
though. 
 
Promotion Progression process.  
This new approach to rewarding our careers has taken a while to develop and implement. It 
is still in the initial stages so there are teething problems, but on the whole, it is a huge 
improvement on the previous process. I have been attending the P&C training for upper 
management, academic managers around benchmarking and sessions for colleagues on how 
to apply. AASC is determined that this new process will be implemented successful. AASC is 
continuing to discuss the Promotion Progression at our regular meetings with Ara, so you 
feedback is valued.  
 
Disputes.  
This is the principal role of the union, to help members navigate restructures, reviews and 
interpersonal disputes within Ara. There have been some successes. Success usually involves 
management, union and union member having a similar mindset and focussing on resolving 
the issues imaginatively within the law and the AASC collective. There have also been some 
less successful outcomes. In those cases, one of the factors is often missing. The key to 
success is resilience, willingness to compromise, trust in the negotiation process and belief in 



 

good faith. Easy to say, difficult to accept sometimes. AASC will definitely support you in any 
work-related situation you find yourself in.  
 
Cultural.  
While involved in an employment dispute relating to rights of tangata whenua, AASC was 
prompted to re-focus on Te Tiriti. The Working Together Agreement, the framework within 
which we work with Ara, does refer to Te Tiriti, but the AASC rules currently do not refer to 
Te Tiriti. We are in the process of updating our CEA and that will aim to include reference to 
Te Tiriti. AASC wants to up-date our rules and objectives, with priority given to including 
reference to Te Tiriti.  
 

4. New horizons.  
TEU.  
AASC was approached by Tina Smith, President of TEU to discuss joint action in relationship 
to Te Pūkenga. TEU invited an AASC representative to a two-day forum in Wellington related 
to the Te Pūkenga operating model. During that time, we discussed what the union 
membership wanted from a new model. The Te Pūkenga CE and some DCE’s were invited to 
speak. The Ernst and Young team charged with developing the model also introduced 
themselves and listened to our expectations about an operating model. 
 
AASC has subsequently had a further meeting with Tina and Sandra Grey, TEU National 
Secretary, about a possible memorandum of understanding (MoU) between the two unions. 
AASC proposed three broad categories that a MoU could be structured around:  

1. Celebrating similarities  
2. Commitment to communication and collaboration  
3. Respect for independence and autonomy  

At this point we have not heard back from TEU, and nothing has been signed. We remain 
committed to our independent voice and any changes to that would be discussed and voted 
on by the membership.  
 
Philanthropy.  
We have published a proposal around categories of potential giving based on Objective 3 h) 
to support activities for the betterment of members and their families. This proposal is on 
the AASC website.  
 
There are four main categories: Study, Crisis, Health, Sport/music/arts. We are continuing to 
work on this document and develop policies that ensure equity and transparency around 
giving. Please get in touch with the committee if you feel we can help you in anyway.  
 
Te Pūkenga.  
We are in regular contact with Te Pūkenga’s DCE P&C Keri-Anne Tane. We have made it clear 
that AASC wants to continue to bargain collective employment agreements beyond 
December 2022. That has been accepted by Keri-Anne and Te Pūkenga will likely be a multi-
collective organisation.  
 
We will keep you up to date about Te Pūkenga via the AASC Newsletter. 
 

5. Thank you.  
The AASC Committee. Stability, dependability, reliability and capability … AASC is lucky to 
have a solid group of committee members who demonstrate all these attributes. They have 
a wealth of knowledge and experience which is invaluable. I appreciate their support and 
acknowledge their commitment.  
 



 

Membership.  
Finally, my thanks to the entire membership; it is the collective contribution of everyone in 
AASC which makes this role a pleasure. I want to acknowledge those who have contributed 
(financially and otherwise) without having the need to utilise the union’s resources. It is 
thanks to you we can rightly support those of us who find ourselves in need of that support. 
My commitment is that AASC remains your union where your voice is heard into the future.  

 
 
Motion: That the 2021 President’s Report be accepted 
Moved: Warwick Shillito from Chair 
Seconded:  Thomas Cronje 
Passed unanimously 

 
 
8. Election of Officers and Executive 

Notice of Motion: AASC Committee 

 

Governance Officers 

 

President: Warwick Shillito 

Vice President 1: Jane Parker 

Vice President 2: Dave Dixon 

Secretary: Linda Toohey 

Treasurer: Warwick Shillito 

Committee:  

 Anna Richardson,  

 Sue Saunders,  

 Leighton Brown, 

 Heather Josland,  

 Linda McKitterick,  

 Becky Bulman,  

 Amit Sarkar,  

 Arifah Addison,  

 Greer Smit 

 

Motion: that the above persons be nominated for the AASC Committee  

Propose: Leonard Yeo 

Second: Ed Correia 

All passed Unanimously 
 

The AASC Rules allows for 5 Offices and 9 ordinary members on the Committee. Given the role 

of President and Treasurer are performed by the same person, that allows for 1 further appoints 

to the AASC Committee. 

 

If there are no further nominations, everyone gets elected without a vote if they want to remain 

on the committee. We will only need a vote if we have anyone contesting a position as an 

Officer, or there are more nominees than positions. 

 



 

9. General Business 
Warwick opened floor for discussions. 
 
Members advised AASC will continue to negotiate on behalf of our collective. CEA will be 
applicable to new staff and could potentially be nationwide, although our rules would need to 
change.  
 
It is not known where AASC stand nationally in terms of salary, however within Ara around 8% 
more than TEU. Warwick advised members of TEU’s approach re amalgamation, however AASC 
to remain independent, committed to using its established relationships with Ara Executive to 
negotiate on behalf of its members. 
 
Jane advised all staff benefits, for example, income protection, will be retained. Warwick also 
looking at adding trauma to current life cover (if sick leave doesn’t cover) – will communicate 
with members re this. 
 
Collective Employment Agreement 
Bargaining team meeting Monday 16 August. Warwick shared letter of bargaining outlining 
proposed negotiations. Current collective runs to 1 October 2020, still will be honoured. In 
response to a question from the floor Warwick advised several reasons negotiations are so late 
including change in P&C staffing. Aim is to complete negotiation on 16 August, although some 
terms may be transferred over to a working party to work through. Ratification meeting will 
then be called so members can vote.  
 
Warwick advised claims put forward around issues AASC have been dealing with, pushing for 
inclusiveness for learning advisers.  
 
Claim of 2.5% and 2.5% to be made. Concern this was low compared with nursing salaries. 
Warwick advised we will always have these issues, however we are in a separate sector – as 
educators and are not necessarily able to compete with other professions. Question from the 
floor asked about gender make-up of nursing sector, being primarily female, wondered whether 
we are going to be able to put claims in as a result of recent government initiatives on pay 
parity. Jane advised Kathryn (lawyer) is up-to-date with this and we will be monitoring. 
 
Member expressed concerned 2.5% rate lower than CPI. Warwick may alter given CPI is 
currently 2.9%, however he has had this debate before with Darren, who argues it is not a 
relevant comparison. 
 
Member wanted to know how this rate compared with TEU. Warwick doesn’t know what TEU 
negotiated, however explained historically AASC in a strong position, and usually can negotiate a 
better rate than TEU. 
 
Member felt we needed to negotiate a good position before we become fully integrated with Te 
Pūkenga in 2023. 
 
Question from chat on sections 18 and 19. Warwick clarified Academic Leave of 45 weeks being 
negotiated, not 45 hours. Explained currently two types of Academic Leave which tend to be 
identified as research and non-research. Both types need access to this leave. Jane reported 
discussions re this were happening on a regular basis as it is becoming apparent are some 
inequities, process needs to be more transparent. 
 
Question from the chat: “are we asking for extra steps to be added to the SASM scale?”. Concern 
expressed that many staff at the top of this scale who take on extra responsibilities. Warwick 



 

explained we do have new professor/associate professor levels but still concern over staff who 
should be PASMs who won’t be eligible. Also issues over lack of transparency on what scale new 
SASMs start on. Warwick to address issue in current negotiations as something we need to work 
on. 
 
 

 
As there was no other business to discuss, the President declared the meeting closed at 14:30 

 


